This paper deals with the positive solutions of a fourth-order boundary value problem in Banach spaces. By using the fixed-point theorem of strict-set-contractions, some sufficient conditions for the existence of at least one or two positive solutions to a fourth-order boundary value problem in Banach spaces are obtained. An example illustrating the main results is given. MSC: 34B15
Introduction
In this paper, we consider the existence of multiple positive solutions for the fourth-order ordinary differential equation boundary value problem in a Banach space E ⎧ ⎨ ⎩ x () (t) = f (t, x(t), -x (t)), t ∈ (, ),
where f : I × E × E → E is continuous, I = [, ], θ is the zero element of E. This problem models deformations of an elastic beam in equilibrium state, whose two ends are simply supported. Owing to its importance in physics, the existence of this problem in a scalar space has been studied by many authors using Schauder's fixed-point theorem and the Leray-Schauder degree theory (see [-] and references therein). On the other hand, the theory of ordinary differential equations (ODE) in abstract spaces has become an important branch of mathematics in last thirty years because of its application in partial differential equations and ODEs in appropriately infinite dimensional spaces (see, for example, [-]). For an abstract space, it is here worth mentioning that Guo and Lakshmikantham [] discussed the multiple solutions of two-point boundary value problems of ordinary differential equations in a Banach space. Recently, Liu [] obtained the sufficient condition for multiple positive solutions to fourth-order singular boundary value problems in an abstract space. In [] , by using the fixed-point index theory in a cone for a strict-setcontraction operator, the authors have studied the existence of multiple positive solutions for the singular boundary value problems with an integral boundary condition. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/107
However, the above works in a Banach space were carried out under the assumption that the second-order derivative x is not involved explicitly in the nonlinear term f . This is because the presence of second-order derivatives in the nonlinear function f will make the study extremely difficult. As a result, the goal of this paper is to fill up the gap, that is, to investigate the existence of solutions for fourth-order boundary value problems of (.) in which the nonlinear function f contains second-order derivatives, i.e., f depends on x .
The main features of this paper are as follows. First, we discuss the existence results in an abstract space E, not E = R. Secondly, we will consider the nonlinear term which is more extensive than the nonlinear term of [, ] . Finally, the technique for dealing with fourth-order BVP is completely different from [, ]. Hence, we improve and generalize the results of [, ] to some degree, and so, it is interesting and important to study the existence of positive solutions of BVP (.). The arguments are based upon the u  -positive operator and the fixed-point theorem in a cone for a strict-set-contraction operator.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section , we present some preliminaries and lemmas that will be used to prove our main results. In Section , various conditions on the existence of positive solutions to BVP (.) are discussed. In Section , we give an example to demonstrate our result.
Preliminaries
Let the real Banach space E with norm · be partially ordered by a cone P of E, i.e., x ≤ y if and only if y -x ∈ P. P is said to be normal if there exists a positive constant N such that θ ≤ x ≤ y implies x ≤ N y . We consider problem (.) in C [I, E] . Evidently, C[I, E] is a Banach space with norm x C = max t∈I x(t) and Q = {x ∈ C[I, E] : x(t) ≥ θ , for t ∈ I} is a cone of the Banach space C [I, E] . In the following, 
The key tool in our approach is the following fixed-point theorem of strict-setcontractions:
Theorem . [] Let P be a cone of a real Banach space E and P r,R = {u ∈ P|r ≤ u ≤ R} with  < r < R. Suppose that A : P r,R → P is a strict set contraction such that one of the following two conditions is satisfied:
(i) Au ≤ u for u ∈ P, u = r and Au ≥ u for u ∈ P, u = R; (ii) Au ≥ u for u ∈ P, u = r and Au ≤ u for u ∈ P, u = R; then the operator A has at least one fixed point u ∈ P r,R such that r < u < R.
The following concept is due to Krasnosel'skii [, ], with a slightly more general definition in [] . http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/107 Definition . We say that a bounded linear operator T : 
In the following, the closed balls in spaces E and C[I, E] are denoted, respectively, by
For convenience, let us list the following assumptions:
, f is bounded and uniformly continuous in t on I × (P ∩ r )  for any r > , and there exist two nonnegative constants l  , l  with l  + l  <  such that
There is a ϕ ∈ P * (P * denotes the dual cone of P) with ϕ(x) >  for any x > θ , two nonnegative constants a  , b  and a real number r  >  such that
There is a ϕ ∈ P * with ϕ(x) >  for any x > θ and two nonnegative constants a  , b  and
(H  ) There is a ϕ ∈ P * with ϕ =  and ϕ(x) >  for any x > θ and a real number η >  such
Now, let G(t, s) be the Green's function of the linear problem v = , t ∈ (, ) together with v() = v() = , which can be explicitly given by
Obviously, G(t, s) have the following properties:
Using the above transformation and (.), BVP (.) becomes
From (.) and (.), we have
The following Lemma . can be easily obtained.
It is easy to see that T :
Lemma . Suppose that (H  ) holds. Then for any l
Proof For any u ∈ Q ∩ B l and t ∈ [, ], by the expression of S, we have
and thus S(Q ∩ B l ) ⊂ Q ∩ B l is continuous and bounded. By the uniformly continuous f and (H  ), and Lemma ., we have
Since f is uniformly continuous and bounded on I × (Q ∩ l )  , we see from (.) that A is continuous and bounded on Q ∩ B l . Let D ⊂ Q ∩ B l , according to (.), it is easy to show that the functions {Au : u ∈ D} are uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, and so in [] we have
where
Using the obvious formula
and observing  ≤ G(t, s) ≤ , we find
It follows from (.) and (.) that
and consequently, A is a strict set contraction on Q ∩ B l because (l  + l  ) < . Proof Set
Main results

Theorem
It is clear that Q  is a cone of the Banach space
We first assume that (H  ) and (H  ) are satisfied. Let
In the following, we prove that W is bounded.
Since π  is the first eigenvalue of T, by (
- exists and
Next, we are going to verify that for any r  ∈ (, r  ),
If this is false, then there exists u  ∈ ∂B r  ∩ Q  such that Au  ≤ u  . This together with (H  ) yields
then the above inequality can be written in the
It is easy to see that ϕ u  (t) = , t ∈ I. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/107
In fact, ϕ(u  (t)) =  implies u  (t) = θ for t ∈ I, and consequently, u  C =  in contradiction to u  C = r  . Now, notice that L  is a u  -positive operator with u  (t) = sin πt, then by Lemma ., we have ϕ(u  (t)) = μ  sin πt for some μ  > . This together with (
which is a contradiction to
Observing (.) and (.) and using Theorem ., we see that A has a fixed point on Q r  ,R  .
Next, in the case that (H  ) and (H  ) are satisfied, by the method as in establishing (.), we can assert from (H  ) that for any r  ∈ (, r  ),
It is clear that L  : C[I, R] → C[I, R] is a completely continuous linear u  -operator with
In addition, the spectral radius r(L  ) =
Thus, the spectral radius r(L δ ) =  and L δ has a positive eigenfunction corresponding to its first eigenvalue
- , by Gelfand's formula, we have
In the following, we prove that λ  = λ  .
Let v δ n be the positive eigenfunction of T δ n corresponding to λ δ n , i.e.,
satisfying v δ n = . Without loss of generality, by standard argument, we may suppose by the Arzela-Ascoli theorem and λ δ n → λ  that v δ n → v  as n → ∞. Thus, v  =  and by (.), we have
. This together with Lemma . guarantees that λ  = λ  . By the above argument, it is easy to see that there exists a δ ∈ (,
Now, we assert that
If this is not true, then there exists
Moreover, by the definition of Q  , we know
and
So, by (H  ), we get
It is easy to see that
In fact, ϕ(u  (t)) =  implies u  (t) = θ for t ∈ I, and consequently,
which is a contradiction to r(L δ ) > . So, (.) holds. By Lemma ., A is a strict set contraction on Q r  ,R  = {u ∈ Q  : r  ≤ u C ≤ R  }. Observing (.) and (.) and using Theorem ., we see that A has a fixed point on Q r  ,R  . This together with Lemma . implies that BVP (.) has at least one positive solution. 
On the other hand, it is easy to see that
and Su  C ≤ η, we get
and so
where, by virtue of (H  ),
It follows from (.) and (.) that
a contradiction. Thus (.) is true. By Lemma ., A is a strict set contraction on Q r  ,η = {u ∈ Q  |r  ≤ u C ≤ η}, and also on 
Observing u  (t) ∈ Q  and
which is a contradiction. Hence, (.) holds. http://www.boundaryvalueproblems.com/content/2012/1/107
By Lemma ., A is a strict set contraction on Q r  ,η = {u ∈ Q  |r  ≤ u C ≤ η} and also on Q η,R  = {u ∈ Q  |η ≤ u C ≤ R  }. Observing (.), (.), (.) and applying, respectively, Theorem . to A, Q r  ,η and Q η,R  , we assert that there exist u  ∈ Q r  ,η and u  ∈ Q η,R  such that Au  = u  and Au  = u  and, by Lemma . and (.), Su  , Su  are positive solutions of BVP (.).
One example
Now, we consider an example to illustrate our results.
Example . Consider the following boundary value problem of the finite system of scalar differential equations:
n (t) = f n (t, x(t), -x (t)), t ∈ (, ), Proof Let E = R  = {x = (x  , x  , . . . , x  ) : x n ∈ R, n = , , . . . , } with the norm x = max ≤n≤ |x n |, and P = {x = (x  , x  , . . . , x  ) : x n ≥ , n = , , . . . , }. Then P is a normal cone in E, and the normal constant is N = . System (.) can be regarded as a boundary value problem of (.) in E, where x = (x  , x  , . . . , x  ), y = (y  , y  , . . . , y  ), f (t, x, y) = f  (t, x, y), f  (t, x, y), . . . , f  (t, x, y) .
Evidently, f : I × P  → P is continuous. In this case, condition (H  ) is automatically satisfied. Since α(f (t, D  , D  )) is identical zero for any t ∈ I and D  , D  ⊂ P ∩ l . Obviously, P * = P, so we may choose ϕ = (, , . . . , ), then for any x, y ∈ P, we have ϕ f (t, x, y) =  n= f n (t, x, y).
